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Abstract 
The influence of flexibility and hydrogen bond formation on the IR absorption and vibrational circular 
dichroism (VCD) spectrum of a floppy protic molecule, namely, (S)-1-indanol, is studied in both 
non-polar CCl4 and polar DMSO solvents. The experimental IR absorption and VCD spectra obtained 
by Fourier transform spectroscopy are interpreted using both static density functional theory (DFT) 
calculations and first principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) within DFT, using the nuclear velocity 
perturbation theory (NVPT). Simulation of the spectra based on static optimised geometries is not 
sufficient in CCl4 and going beyond static calculations is mandatory for satisfactorily reproducing the 
VCD spectra. The FPMD results obtained in DMSO indicate that (S)-1-indanol is hydrogen-bonded to 
one DMSO molecule. As a result, static “cluster-in-the-bulk” DFT calculations in which the solute-
solvent interaction is modeled as the most stable (S)-1-indanol:DMSO-d6 complexes in a DMSO 
continuum yield satisfactory agreement with the experiment. Correspondence between experimental 
and simulated spectra is slightly improved when the VCD spectrum is calculated as the summed 
contributions of snapshots extracted from FPMD trajectories, due to better sampling of the potential-
energy surface. Finally, NVPT calculations further improve the description of experimental spectra by 
taking into account higher-energy structures, which are not necessary local minima. 
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I. Introduction 
Chiroptical spectroscopy has become increasingly important for the measurement of enantiomeric 
purity, in particular for chiral drugs.1-3 4 In particular vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) combined 
with quantum chemical calculations has proved to be a unique means of determining the absolute 
configuration of chiral molecules.5 Moreover, VCD is exquisitely sensitive to molecular conformation 
and provides an indirect, although powerful, means of probing the structure of flexible molecules and 
its sensitivity to the environment6-10 as well as that of large biopolymers like natural peptides or 
synthetic foldamers.11, 12 So far, the most commonly-used theoretical description of VCD relies upon 
the Magnetic-Field Perturbation (MPF) method developed by Stephens within the frame of the DFT.13, 
14 The theoretical description of VCD spectra based on harmonic force field and atomic polar tensors 
gives very satisfactory results for rigid molecules.14, 15 However, floppy systems are more challenging, 
precisely because of the sensitivity of VCD to very small changes in geometry. It has been shown for 
example that a minor change in the inter-ring angle of binaphthol derivatives leads to inversion of 
some of the bands observed in the VCD spectrum.16 Therefore, complex potential-energy surfaces 
have to be sampled in a reliable way, in order to precisely locate their minima. Moreover, systems at 
room temperature explore high-energy regions of the potential-energy surface, which are strongly 
anharmonic, far from the equilibrium geometry. This combined temperature and anharmonicity effects 
strongly alter the shape of the VCD spectra.16 Indeed, like for IR absorption, static harmonic 
calculations of VCD spectra decrease in reliability when the conformational flexibility increases.17 The 
effects of anharmonicity have been recently described at the second-order perturbation theory (VPT2) 
within the frame of the Rayleigh-Schrödinger approach.18, 19 This method has resulted to excellent 
agreement between experimental and simulated spectra of the small propylene oxide molecule 
embedded in a cryogenic matrix.20 However, for large and very floppy systems, methods beyond static 
approaches are required. Force-field based molecular dynamics simulations allow efficient sampling 
of the potential energy surface. They have been used to determine stable structures of peptide strands 
whose IR and VCD spectra have been subsequently calculated by DFT methods.21  
The second bottleneck to reliable modelling of the VCD spectra is the description of the environment, 
which can considerably modify the position and sign of the bands due to modification of the 
conformational equilibrium or specific interactions. In some cases, specific interactions result in a 
chirality transfer from the chiral solute to the non-chiral solvent, or to a molecule in close interaction 
with the chiral solute in the case of complexes isolated in rare gas matrices.22-28  A few attempts have 
been made recently to use explicit solvent models. In the case of very small peptides like dialanine, 
explicit solvent molecules are necessary to reproduce the spectral position and shape of the amide 
stretch I.29 In larger peptides, for which intramolecular hydrogen bonding competes efficiently with 
solvation, the use of explicit solvents seems to be superfluous.30 Attempts at mimicking solvation as a 
sum of clusters of different sizes have also been made.25 In this approach, which will be referred to as 
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the “cluster-in-a-bulk” approach, the first solvent molecules in strong interaction with the solute are 
treated explicitly while the rest of the solvent is treated as a continuum.31 It yields satisfactory 
agreement between experimental and simulated spectra and it is able to reproduce chirality transfer 
from the chiral solute to the achiral solvent, at a low computational cost. 
In this context, it is highly desirable to develop efficient methodological approaches that take into 
account both the influence of temperature and that of the surrounding on the VCD spectra. First 
principle molecular dynamics (FPMD) methods have been recently developed to account for the solute 
and the solvent at the same level of theory.32-34 In this approach, Nuclear Velocity Perturbation Theory 
(NVPT) is employed for the treatment of the breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, 
needed to describe the VCD signal. The correction to the Born-Oppenheimer form of the wave 
function is expressed in terms of the nuclear velocity, in contrast with the MPF method mentioned 
above, and leads to identical results for rigid benchmark molecules.34 By fully accounting for the 
solvent, the method allows reproducing the signature of chirality transfer from small chiral solutes 
solute like (R)-propylene oxide to the achiral aqueous solvent.33  
In what follows, this method is applied to a flexible aromatic alcohol, namely, (S)-1-indanol, shown in 
Scheme 1. This molecule was chosen for the following reasons: first, it possesses a hydroxyl group 
that is able to form hydrogen bonds with a proton-accepting solvent, which in turn are expected to 
influence the shape of the VCD spectrum. Second, (S)-1-indanol shows a large amplitude motion, 
namely, the puckering of the alicyclic ring. Such inversion motions are indeed important in the context 
of proline-containing peptides and, like all large-amplitude motions, is challenging.35 In (S)-1-indanol, 
inversion results to two conformers separated by a low-energy barrier, which have been characterised 
in the gas phase under jet-cooled conditions.36 In the most stable one, denoted Ieq in what follows, the 
OH substituent is in pseudo equatorial position relative to the alicyclic ring while in the second one, 
denoted Iax, it is in pseudo axial position. The potential-energy surface is very anharmonic and highly 
sensitive to the environment. The relative population of Ieq and Iax varies with the cooling conditions of 
the supersonic expansion, and is very sensitive to hydrogen bonding or dimer formation.36-39 Indeed, 
Ieq is favoured in the hydrates, while the dimer contains either Ieq or Iax sub-units depending, among 
other, on the chirality of the monomers. 
We will study here (S)-1-indanol in different solvents, both inert in terms of hydrogen bonding (CCl4), 
and acceptor of hydrogen bonds (DMSO). In CCl4, the main reason for non-satisfactory description of 
the VCD spectra by standard static methods is expected to be related to the anharmonicity of the 
potential-energy surface regions that are explored at room temperature. Comparing the experimental 
VCD spectrum to those calculated within the frame of the double harmonic approximation (MPF 
method) and those deduced from FPMD (NVPT method) will allow assessing the role of this effect. In 
a second step, the experimental VCD spectra in DMSO will be analysed by the cluster-in-a-bulk 
approach including up to two DMSO molecules and compared to the FPMD (NVPT method) results. 
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This will allow assessing the validity of the cluster-in-a-bulk approach and give a reliable description 
of the solute-solvent interaction and its consequences on the shape of the VCD spectrum. 
II. Experimental and Theoretical Methods 
II-A. Experimental Methods 
The vibrational IR absorption and VCD spectra were measured using a FTIR spectrometer Vertex 70 
equipped with a VCD module PMA 50 (Bruker). The signal was measured by a MCT IR detector with 
a BaF2 window, cooled with liquid nitrogen. A spectral resolution of 4 cm
-1 was used for both 
absorption and VCD spectra. The IR radiation was polarized with a linear polarizer then modulated by 
a 50 kHz ZnSe photo-elastic modulator (Hinds). A low-pass filter cutting at 2000 cm-1 was added 
before the linear polarizer to increase the dynamical response of the detector. The signal of the MCT 
detector was demodulated using a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems SR 830). The 
alignment of the spectrometer was carefully verified by checking the mirror-image relation between 
the VCD spectra of the two enantiomers of camphor (0.3 M in CCl4) in the same cell as used here. The 
spectra were measured using ~0.5 M solutions in an adjustable cell (Harricks) with a path length of 
156 µm. No strong dependence of the IR absorption upon concentration was observed. The acquisition 
time was ~12 h. The spectra shown below are the half difference of those of the two enantiomers. The 
raw data obtained in CCl4 (spectrum of each enantiomer and baseline) are given in Figure S1 in the 
electronic supplementary information (ESI†). The VCD spectra of (S)-1-indanol were then corrected 
for baseline deviation by subtracting the solvent spectra recorded under identical conditions. CCl4 and 
DMSO-d6 solvents as well as enantiopure (R)-1-indanol and (S)-1-indanol were purchased by Aldrich 
and used without further purification.  
 
II-B. Theoretical methods 
Static approaches  
The angles describing the geometry of (S)-1-indanol are shown in Scheme 1. For all the studied 
systems, exploration of the potential-energy surface was performed combining the OPLS-2005 force 
fields with the advanced conformational search implemented in the MacroModel program available in 
the Schrödinger package.40 DMSO-d6 was used for calculating the complexes, in order to take into 
account the effect of deuteration on the vibrational frequencies. For both isolated molecules and 
clusters, the conformational search included the solvent permittivity. At the end of this step, all the 
complexes with energy below 20 kJmol-1 were optimized using the B3LYP functional combined to the 
6-31++G(d,p) basis set. The choice of the method was justified by the fact that it reproduces the 
energy difference between the two most stable conformers of (S)-1-indanol, as deduced from the 
Raman or IR intensities in jet-cooled conditions.37 The same structures were also optimized including 
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D3 empirical corrections for the dispersion.41-43 The energy ordering is the same whether dispersion is 
included or not. 
The effect of the solvent on the molecule and clusters geometries was taken into account by the 
polarizable continuum model (PCM) using the integral equation formalism variant (IEFPCM) 
provided in the Gaussian 09 package. The vibrational spectra were simulated by convoluting the 
harmonic frequencies obtained at the same level of theory by a Lorentzian line shape (FWHM 4 cm-1). 
The calculated frequencies were scaled by 0.98. All calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 
package.15 
Molecular dynamics approaches  
To explicitly take into account the solvent disorder and temperature effect, we employed our recently 
introduced method combining First-Principle Molecular Dynamics (FPMD) simulations and the 
Nuclear Velocity Perturbation Theory (NVPT).32-34 FPMD simulations were used to sample the 
solute-solvent configurations and the generated trajectories were analysed in the NVPT framework to 
generate the VCD spectra. 
FPMD simulations were performed using the CP2K package44 with the BLYP functional.45, 46 We 
employed the TZV2P-MOLOPT-GTH Gaussian basis set47 and GTH pseudo potentials48-50 with a 0.5 
fs time step, a density energy cut off of 400 Ry, and D3 dispersion correction.42, 43 Simulations were 
performed on one isolated (S)-1-indanol molecule as well as one (S)-1-indanol molecule solvated in a 
periodic cubic box of 51 DMSO molecules.  
For (S)-1-indanol solvated in DMSO, the box length was 18.38 Å. We first performed a 30 ps long 
trajectory in the canonical ensemble, at constant volume and temperature (NVT). The temperature was 
set to T=340 K, slightly higher than the experimental temperature, in order to accelerate the dynamics 
as is usual in FPMD simulations. This NVT simulation was used to generate an equilibrium 
distribution of configurations. From this trajectory, we extracted 6 initial configurations (at times t=10, 
14, 18, 22, 26 and 30 ps) from which we ran independent 20 ps long trajectories in the microcanonical 
ensemble at constant volume and energy (NVE), to avoid perturbation of the dynamics by the 
thermostat. The 6 NVE trajectories were then analysed using NVPT. 
For the isolated system, the box length was 14 Å. Thanks to the lower cost of this simulation relative to 
that in DMSO, the performed NVT trajectory was 170 ps long. After 10 ps of equilibration, we 
extracted from this trajectory 40 initial conformations, distant by 4 ps, to generate independent 20 ps 
long NVE trajectories. The 40 NVE trajectories were then analysed using NVPT. 
Calculations for determining the magnetic moment were performed on the NVE trajectories with our 
implementation of NVPT in the CPMD 4.1 package using a plane-wave basis set.34, 51 For these 
calculations, the wavefunction energy cut off was set to 70 Ry and we employed Trouiller-Martins 
pseudopotentials.52 The projected NVPT calculation of the electronic response properties was carried 
out every 4 fs of the microcanonical (NVE) trajectories. The electronic contributions were computed 
in the Wannier gauge from which we extracted molecular magnetic moments.34 For computing the 
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VCD spectrum, we included all solvent molecules within a cutoff of R0 = 4  from the centre of mass 
of the (S)-1-indanol molecule, using the gauge invariant expression of the VCD signal,34 which 
includes a gauge transport term correcting the molecular magnetic moment. A damping function was 
used to select the solvent molecules to avoid sudden changes of the magnetic moment. This damping 
function was a Fermi distribution of width D = 0.25 . All spectra shown have been smoothened in 
the frequency domain via convolution with a Gaussian filter with σ = 4 cm−1 in CCl4 and 6 cm
-1 in 
DMSO and shifted down in frequency by 25 cm-1 for better comparison with the experiment.  
Furthermore, the 30 ps NVT FPMD simulation of (S)-1-Indanol in DMSO was used as a way of 
generating clusters, i.e. as a conformational sampling tool. To this end, 124 snapshots were extracted 
from the NVT FPMD trajectory. For each snapshot a sphere was cut around the solute, with a cut-off 
of 4 Å. Using this radius, the sphere contains a 1:1 complex for all the obtained snap-shots. Each 
extracted snapshot was then optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G++(d,p) level, and the spectra were 
reconstructed as the sum of the 124 individual contributions.  
III. Results and discussion 
III-A. Isolated molecule in the gas phase 
The different conformations of (S)-1-indanol are defined by two angles, shown in Scheme 1. The 
C9C4C3C2 (τ1) angle gives the pseudo-axial or pseudo-equatorial position of the hydroxyl group. The 
OH is in equatorial position for a positive τ1 angle, while it is in axial position when τ1 is negative. The 
C9C1OH (τ2) angle defines the orientation of the hydroxyl group relative to the aromatic ring of the 
molecule. A subscript 1 denotes a conformer with the hydroxyl pointing toward the aromatic ring, 
with C9C1OH ~ 60°. A subscript 2 corresponds to the hydroxyl pointing slightly outwards the ring, 
with C9C1OH ~ -60°. Finally, 3 denotes a hydroxyl group pointing completely outwards the molecule, 
with C9C1OH ~ -180°. 
Two conformers have been clearly identified under jet-cooled conditions, namely 1eq and 2ax.36 The 
ratio between the two of them strongly depends on the cooling conditions.37, 53 Two axial conformers 
1ax and 2ax have been calculated with almost the same energy, but the barrier between them is small. 
So only one of them, 2ax, has been taken into account. A third isomer was experimentally identified in 
the laser-induced fluorescence spectrum and tentatively assigned to 3eq. 
 
III-B. Non polar solvent 
a. Static approach  
IR spectrum  
The energy ordering of the different conformers calculated in a CCl4 continuum, as given by their 
relative Gibbs free energy at 300K, is slightly different from the gas phase results, for which the 
energies are calculated at 0 K. The Gibbs free energies are listed in Table 1, together with the 
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populations given by a Boltzmann distribution at room temperature. The four most stable conformers 
are the same 1eq, 1ax, 2ax and 3eq as calculated in the gas phase. The main difference is that 1ax is 
lower in energy than 2ax in CCl4 solution. Moreover, the population of 2eq and 3ax, which was 
negligible in the gas phase, now amounts to 10% and 7%, respectively. The most stable calculated 
structures are shown in Figure 1.  
The simulated IR spectrum of (S)-1-indanol in a continuum of CCl4 is obtained by weighting the IR 
spectrum of each conformer by its Bolztmann population. It is shown in Figure 2, together with the 
experimental spectrum. The IR spectra of the individual conformations are shown in Figure S2 in 
ESI†. 
Two vibration modes strongly contribute to the calculated spectrum: the β(OH) bend, coupled with the 
asymmetric carbon β(CH), is calculated in the 1380-1440 cm-1 range. It is strongly sensitive to the 
conformation of the molecule. While it appears with strong intensity in 1eq and 1ax, in which the OH 
group is directed inwards, it is much weaker in 2ax or 3eq in which the OH is directed outwards. The 
intensity of the ν(CO) calculated at ~1060 cm-1 is also much stronger in 1eq and 1ax than in 2ax and 
3eq. The doublet at ~1500 cm-1 corresponds to modes involving mostly CaromH in-plane bending 
motions. The other peaks calculated in the spectrum are due to β(CH) or β(CH2) and cannot be 
described easily in terms of specific motions because of extensive delocalization.  
The simulation obtained from the weighted spectra calculated in the harmonic approximation 
satisfactorily compares to the experiment, at least in terms of band positions. The β(OH) band has 
much larger intensity in the calculated spectrum than in the experimental one. Figure S3 in ESI† 
displays the IR spectra of the individual conformations calculated at the B3LYP-D3 level. Comparison 
with Figure S2 shows that inclusion of dispersion does not modify the spectrum for a given geometry; 
it does not strongly modify the relative contributions of the different conformers to the total absorption 
spectrum. 
VCD spectrum  
The VCD spectrum of (S)-1-indanol in a CCl4 solution is shown in Figure 3a and the spectrum 
calculated from the weighted contributions of the six most stable conformers in Figure 3b. The VCD 
spectrum of each calculated conformer is given in Figure S4 in the ESI†, which shows that the 
intensity and even the sign of the bands strongly depend on conformation. A mild agreement only is 
obtained between the spectrum calculated in the frame of the double harmonic approximation and the 
experimental spectrum. While the position and sign of the bands is qualitatively satisfactory, 
discrepancies appear in the intensities, as it was already the case for the IR absorption spectrum. The 
relative intensity of the two components of the doublet at 1200 cm-1 is not well reproduced in the 
calculation. Moreover, the intensity ratio between the β(OH) band at ~1400 cm-1 and the doublet at 
1200 cm-1 is by far overestimated, as it was in the IR spectrum. These bands correspond to modes 
involving the bending motions of the OH and of the aliphatic CH. As already mentioned for the IR 
absorption spectrum, inclusion of dispersion does not substantially modify the VCD spectrum (Figure 
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S5 in the ESI†). A first explanation for that discrepancy could be that the energy ordering between the 
conformers is not correct. However, modification of the relative contributions of the conformers does 
not improve the spectrum. The disagreement is therefore not due to bad energy ordering but to the fact 
that optimised geometries are not representative of the large ensemble of conformations explored at 
room temperature. Thus, the agreement between experiment and simulations should be improved by 
resorting to FPMD calculations as described in what follows. 
 
b. Molecular-dynamics based spectrum  
IR spectrum  
The IR spectrum obtained from the analysis of the FPMD trajectory in vacuum is shown in Figure 2c. 
It compares satisfactorily with the experiment in terms of band position. In terms of intensity, the 1400 
cm-1 band assigned to β(OH) is less intense than in the spectrum constructed from static calculations 
and shows better agreement with the experiment. However, the agreement between experiment and 
FPMD simulations is not perfect in the ν(CO) region. The use of BLYP could explain this 
discrepancy. Therefore, the six most stable conformers resulting from the static calculations described 
above have been recalculated at the BLYP level, using the same basis set. The energy ordering is 
slightly modified (see Table S1 in the ESI†); in particular the contribution of 2eq notably increases 
and that of 2ax decreases. The calculated spectra thus undergo some differences, as shown in Figure 
S6 in the ESI†. The intensity of the β(OH) is still overestimated, but less than in the B3LYP 
simulations. The region of the ν(CO) in the 1000-1100 cm-1 range appears like a doublet in the BLYP 
spectrum because the ν(CO) stretch frequency is more conformer sensitive when BLYP is used. This 
band appears intense and red-shifted in the 2eq conformer, which explains the calculated doublet. 
These two effects explain the discrepancy between experimental and simulated spectra in the 1000-
1100 cm-1 region. 
 
VCD spectrum  
The VCD spectrum obtained from the analysis of the FPMD trajectory in vacuum is shown in Figure 
3c. It shows good agreement in terms of band position with the experiment shown in Figure 3a. 
Moreover, the doublet at ~1200 cm-1 is well reproduced in terms of relative intensity. The intensity 
ratio between the β(OH) bend and the doublet at ~1200 cm-1 is much closer to the experiment than that 
obtained from static calculations. In order to check the effect of the functional, the VCD spectra of the 
six most stable conformers of (S)-1-indanol in a CCl4 continuum have been calculated at the BLYP 
level and are shown in Figure S7 in the ESI†. Overall, no strong difference in the agreement between 
experiment and static VCD spectrum is observed. As mentioned for the IR absorption, the better 
agreement obtained with FPMD simulations points to the fact that the optimised static geometries are 
not representative of the large ensemble of conformations explored at room temperature.  
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Static methods are therefore satisfactory for IR, for which the position of the bands does not depend 
strongly on the conformation. For VCD, static methods give satisfactory band positions, but are less 
reliable for accounting for intensities, for which FPMD performs better, except in the region of 1440 
cm-1 which is delicate to reproduce whatever the method used. Indeed, this region corresponds to a 
mode described in terms of β(OH) bend, coupled with β(CH) bends. The intensity of this mode, as 
well as its description in terms of atom displacements strongly depends on the conformation and the 
method used. It should be noted that although the FPMD simulations have been performed in vacuum, 
there is good agreement between simulations and experiments.  
 
III-C. DMSO solvent  
a. Static approach  
IR spectrum 
The experimental IR spectrum of (S)-1-indanol in DMSO is shown in Figure 4a. Only the region 
above 1100 cm-1 is shown, due to strong absorption of the solvent below this value. The main 
difference relative to CCl4 is the modification of the 1300-1500 cm
-1 region. An intense narrow band is 
observed at 1325 cm-1 in CCl4  while a broad feature appears between 1400 and 1450 cm
-1 in DMSO. 
This spectral change is by no means reproduced by the spectrum simulated using the weighted 
contributions of the most stable isolated monomers (population > 5%) in a DMSO continuum, shown 
in Figure 4b). Indeed, the calculated spectrum of the (S)-1-indanol monomers exhibits an intense band 
at 1385 cm-1 which does not appear in the experimental spectrum. On the other hand, the strong 
feature experimentally observed at 1325 cm-1 is missing in the simulated spectrum. The strong 
disagreement between simulation and experiment indicates specific interactions between (S)-1-indanol 
and DMSO. This is not surprising in view of the hydrogen-bond accepting ability of DMSO. Indeed, 
Graton and co-workers have defined an elegant hydrogen-bond basicity scale based on IR 
spectroscopy, in which the hydrogen-bond donating strength of DMSO is classified as strong.54 
According to this scale, all the molecules of an aliphatic alcohol like (S)-1-indanol are expected to be 
hydrogen bonded to the DMSO solvent. It seems therefore justified to consider a “cluster-in-a-bulk” 
approach starting from the 1:1 complex. The most stable calculated 1:1 complexes of (S)-1-indanol 
with DMSO-d6 in a DMSO continuum are shown in Figure 5. The IR absorption spectrum resulting 
from their weighted contribution is shown in Figure 4c. Their individual contributions are shown in 
Figure S8 in the ESI†. The energetic data calculated for the monomer and the 1:1 complexes are given 
in Table 2. It should be stressed here that the complexes used in the calculations result from a 
complete exploration of the PES, and are not designed following chemical intuition. The (S)-1-indanol 
geometries within the complex are identical to those calculated in CCl4. The four most stable 
complexes contain (S)-1-indanol in its equatorial form. This is reminiscent of what has been observed 
for jet-cooled  (S)-1-indanol hydrates.37 Among them, the only one containing the most stable 
equatorial form (1eq) is the less stable. This geometry allows the DMSO to interact with the aromatic 
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ring. In the other 1:1 structures, which contain (S)-1-indanol in 2eq or 3eq geometry, the OH group is 
pointing outwards and so does the DMSO. This indicates that structures with DMSO outside the 
aromatic ring are favoured. 
The agreement between the spectrum simulated from the 1:1 complexes and the experiment is quite 
good in terms of position for the broad intense feature between 1250 and 1340 cm-1, assigned to the 
superposition of aliphatic CH bending modes calculated at 1320, 1298, and 1258 cm-1. The two sharp 
experimental bands at 1477 and 1460 cm-1 are also well reproduced by the simulated spectrum and are 
assigned to CH bending motions of different 1:1 complexes. However, the intensity of the 1325 cm-1 
band is overestimated in the calculations. The only complex with bands of very weak intensity around 
1325 cm-1 is that containing 1eq. This band is due to the OH bend coupled with the C*H bend 
localised on the chiral carbon. It is shifted down in frequency relative to the bare molecule in all the 
complexes except in that with 1eq, in which this mode is calculated at 1415 cm-1. 
It seems relevant to focus on the 1:1 complexes because (S)-1-indanol has only one hydrogen bonding 
site. However, the 1:2 complexes were also calculated, using the same calculation strategy. The IR 
absorption spectrum obtained from the weighted contribution of the most stable 1:2 complexes in a 
DMSO continuum is displayed in Figure 4d. The agreement with experiment is satisfactory for the 1:2 
complexes as well, at least in terms of band positions. More discrepancies are observed for the band 
intensities than for the 1:1 complex. This indicates that taking into account the first hydrogen-bonded 
solvent molecule is necessary for satisfactorily simulating the spectrum. However, introducing a 
second solvent molecule does not strongly perturb the system, as seen in the calculated IR absorption 
spectra of the 1:1 and 1:2 complexes. 
VCD spectrum 
Figure 6 displays the experimental VCD spectrum together with that simulated from the weighted 
contributions of the most stable (S)-1-indanol conformers in a DMSO continuum, as well as that 
obtained from the most stable (S)-1-indanol:DMSO-d6 and (S)-1-indanol-(DMSO-d6)2 complexes. 
The individual contributions of the 1:1 complexes used for the weighted average are shown in Figure 
S9 in the ESI†. The agreement between the experiment and the spectrum of the 1:1 complex is overall 
satisfactory. The main discrepancy appears in the 1200 cm-1 region, where the experimental spectrum 
displays two intense features while only one is calculated. Moreover, the intensity of the β(OH) bend 
is overestimated, as it was in the IR absorption or in the VCD and IR spectra in CCl4. The second low-
energy conformer (S)-1-Indanol:DMSO-d6 3eq exhibits a doublet near 1200 cm-1, as the experimental 
spectrum does, while the three other complexes based on 1eq or 2eq exhibit only one significant band. 
3eq is also the conformer that reproduces well the region around 1475 cm-1. We can suppose that the 
contribution of this conformer is underestimated by static calculations. Increasing the contribution of 
3eq would also decrease the intensity of the band at 1413 cm-1, which is overestimated in the 
calculated averaged spectrum and arises only from the three other complexes. The same simulation 
has been performed at the B3LYP-D3/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory (see Figure S10 and Table S2 in 
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ESI†). The agreement with experiment is less satisfactory. The main difference with the B3LYP/6-
31++G(d,p) calculations is that the interaction between DMSO and the aromatic ring is favoured when 
dispersion is included. As the result, the most stable calculated complex contains 1eq, and three out of 
the four most stable complexes contain 1ax, which strongly modifies the spectrum. Comparison 
between experimental and calculated spectra shows that the contribution of the complexes with 
DMSO interacting with the aromatic ring is overestimated when D3 is included, as it has been 
suggested already by Bunnemann and Merten in their VCD study of a carboxylic acid in DMSO by a 
“cluster-in-a-bulk” approach.55 Even when the (S)-1-indanol keeps the same geometry, including 
dispersion results to a modification of the DMSO position hence a change in the hydrogen bond 
geometry. This has been shown to strongly influence the VCD signal of the modes localised on the 
bound OH.56  In what follows, we shall therefore limit the discussion to the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) 
calculations. 
The spectrum simulated from the weighted contribution of the most stable (S)-1-indanol:(DMSO-d6)2 
complexes also shows satisfactory agreement with the experiment. As observed for the IR absorption, 
the first solvent molecule is mandatory for accounting for the solvent effect on the VCD spectrum, but 
the presence of the second one does not strongly perturb the system. We could use a sum of 1:1 and 
1:2 clusters to get better agreement between experimental and calculated spectrum. This approach has 
been successfully proposed by Xu and co-workers.25 The relative weight of 1:1 and 1:2 complexes 
does not rest on a thermodynamics-based distribution of cluster abundance but is adjusted to get better 
agreement between experimental and calculated spectrum. However, imperfect agreement in terms of 
intensity was already observed in the non-interacting CCl4 solvent; this problem would not be solved 
by considering larger-size clusters. Finally, (S)-1-indanol has only one hydrogen bonding site. The 
first molecule is thus strongly bound, in contrast to the second molecule whose location is more 
sensitive to the method hence more difficult to determine.55 For these different reasons, we have not 
chosen to include the 1:2 complexes. However, we conclude from the static calculations at the 
B3LYP/6-31G++(d,p) level that the “cluster-in-bulk” approach gives satisfactory results when the 1:1 
complexes are considered, but that the presence of 1:2 complexes cannot be ruled out. The results of 
the FPMD simulations will now be discussed in the light of these observations. 
b. Conformational sampling from NVT simulation 
The VCD spectrum obtained as an average over 124 structures extracted from the NVT FPMD 
trajectory (see methods) is shown in Figure 7c. It should be noted that the sphere defined by the cut-
off contains a 1:1 complex for all the obtained snapshots, which is in line with both hydrogen-bond 
scales and cluster-in-the-bulk findings that the first solvent molecule has the major effect on the shape 
of the VCD spectrum. Optimization of the snapshots mostly leads to equatorial conformers (41% and 
30 % for 3eq and 2eq, respectively). The contribution of 3eq is larger here than in static calculations 
(41% vs. 34%). A stronger contribution of this conformer, which has no strong VCD signal in the 
1250 and 1340 cm-1 range, results to better calculated intensity of the 1325 cm-1 feature. The 3ax and 
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2ax conformers represent 16 and 13% of the snapshots, respectively. This contrasts with the static 
calculations, in which all the 1:1 complexes are of equatorial nature. FPMD calculations allow thus 
exploring axial conformations of (S)-1-indanol, especially at the beginning of the trajectory as shown 
in Figure 8. The spectrum of 3ax shows a band at 1271 cm-1. The experimental spectrum shows a 
positive band in this region, which is not well reproduced by the cluster-in-a-bulk approach. The 
intensity of the 1425 cm-1 band (β(OH) bend) is more satisfactory than in static calculations, as is that 
of the doublet at ~1200 cm-1. Improvement of the spectrum is therefore obtained because higher-
energy regions of the PES, explored by the system at room temperature, are better sampled by FPMD 
simulations then by conisdering only the most stable conformers.  
Introduction of dispersion in the optimization of the snapshots does not modify the statistics in terms 
of (S)-1-indanol conformations.  
c. Analysis of NVE MD trajectories.  
As described before, we first ran six independent NVE trajectories starting from six initial 
configurations (at times t=10, 14, 18, 22, 26 and 30 ps) extracted from the NVT trajectory. These 
trajectories were first used to simulate the IR spectrum. Because of the trajectories are limited to 20 ps, 
full sampling of the PES is not expected. We therefore used the correspondence between simulated 
and experimental IR spectra for selecting the reliable NVE trajectories. The spectra simulated from the 
six trajectories yield similar results in the 1600-1250 cm-1 range, and satisfactorily reproduce the 
experimentally observed spectral patterns in this region. Differences between trajectories are however 
observed in the 1200 cm-1 range, which is crucial because it is difficult to reproduce in the VCD 
spectrum. It turns out the trajectories at 18 and 22 ps give the best IR spectrum in the 1200 cm-1 range 
(doublet at 1180-1220 cm-1). In what follows we will discuss the IR and VCD spectra obtained from 
the averaged spectra resulting from the analysis of these two NVE FPMD trajectories. 
IR spectrum 
The IR spectrum resulting from the analysis of the two selected NVE FPMD trajectories is shown in 
Figure 9. Notwithstanding the broadening of the bands in the experimental spectrum, it shows good 
agreement with the experiment. The relative intensities are better reproduced than in static calculations 
in particular for the 1325 cm-1 band, the intensity of which was overestimated in the static spectra. 
VCD spectrum 
The VCD spectrum simulated from the analysis of the NVE MD trajectory is shown in Figure 7d. The 
agreement with the experiment is satisfactory. A doublet clearly appears at 1200 cm-1, with however 
slightly weaker intensity than expected. The region below 1350 cm-1, as well as that above 1450 cm-1, 
is well reproduced by the simulation. A strong discrepancy is observed at ~1415 cm-1, where a 
calculated positive peak does not find its counterpart in the experiment. The intensity of the band at 
1457 cm-1 is also overestimated in the calculations. This corresponds to the region of the CH2 
scissoring and the β(OH) bending modes. This region is especially sensitive to the functional used. 
The intense band in the 1320 cm-1 range (β(OH) mixed with C*H bending motions) is more intense 
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and of lower-frequency at the B3LYP than at the BLYP level. Moreover, the description of the modes 
is not identical with the two functionals, and modes involving the CH bends mixed with the OH bend 
are also modified, which may explain the observed discrepancy. 
d. Trajectory analysis - Comparison with the “cluster-in-the-bulk” method 
Analysis of the NVT trajectory indicates that the solute is most of the time bound to one DMSO 
molecule, and only one (Figure 10a and c). The hydrogen bond is strong enough not to be disrupted 
more than a few times during the 20 ps trajectory, so that another H-bond with another solvent 
molecule is formed. This confirms the preferential formation of stable 1:1 complexes and justifies the 
use of the “cluster-in-the-bulk” model. The (S)-1-indanol is sometimes involved in a bifurcated 
hydrogen bond with two molecules of DMSO (Figure 10b); this geometry corresponds to the transition 
state between two differently-oriented 1:1 complexes. The hydrogen bond between the first DMSO 
(Figure 10a) is broken so that a new hydrogen bond can form with the second DMSO molecule 
(Figure 10c). This transition state can be seen as a 1:2 complex, which is not in an equilibrium 
geometry. This could justify a posteriori the inclusion of carefully-designed 1:2 complexes in the 
cluster-in-the-bulk simulation of the spectrum, although these 1:2 structures are not long-lived 
complexes.25 
The question can be raised whether the exploration of the conformational space of (S)-1-indanol is 
complete during a NVE trajectory. Comparison between the two NVE trajectories used for simulating 
the IR absorption and VCD spectra (started at 18 and 22 ps of the NVT trajectory) can be obtained by 
analysing the histogram of τ1 and τ2 angles shown in Figure 11. The detailed evolution of τ1 and τ2 
with time is shown in Figure S11 in the ESI†. In the trajectory starting at 22 ps, τ1 clearly shows a 
bimodal distribution with maxima at ~-15 and +20°, corresponding to axial and equatorial positions, 
with however predominant equatorial position. τ2 also shows a bimodal distribution at ~-80° and ~-
150°, which corresponds to the OH directed slightly (-80°) or completely (-150°) outwards the 
molecule. This geometry favours formation of the hydrogen bond to the solvent. The most frequent 
structure, appearing as a red spot in Figure 11, corresponds to the most stable 2eq complex obtained in 
static calculations. The other maximum is of axial nature, and is not obtained as a stable structure in 
static calculations. It corresponds to 3ax, which is slightly populated in the bare molecule (see Table 
1). 
In the trajectory starting at 18 ps, the τ1 distribution shows one broad maximum only, encompassing 
axial and equatorial positions. The maximum at τ2 ~ -150° disappears, but a weak maximum at ~50°, 
which corresponds to OH directed inwards, is observed. The most abundant geometry corresponds to 
2ax of the bare monomer, although 2eq, like in the trajectory starting at 22 ps and in the static 
calculations, also strongly contributes to the spectrum. 
Both trajectories therefore give the most stable 2eq complex obtained in static calculations as the most 
abundant or one of the most abundant species. However, differences between the two NVE trajectories 
analysed here indicate that the sampling of the PES is not complete during the trajectory, in contrast 
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with the trajectories in vacuum, due to the long hydrogen bond lifetime. Therefore, the relative 
contributions of the different structures can be deduced from these trajectories in a reliable way only if 
the initial conditions are carefully chosen. Longer trajectories would be highly desirable but 
computationally less demanding methods should be used. In this respect, polarisable force fields 
provide an interesting alternative for calculating the VCD spectra of complex molecules in realistic 
environments.57, 58  
IV. Conclusions 
This study allows assessing the role of flexibility and hydrogen bond formation on the IR absorption 
and VCD spectrum of a medium-size floppy molecule. (S)-1-indanol displays a low-frequency 
puckering motion as well as several rotamers due to the OH position. In an inert solvent like CCl4, 
static calculations yield the same most stable conformers as in the gas phase. The absorption and VCD 
spectra are satisfactorily accounted for by considering the solvent as a continuum. However, 
discrepancies in the intensities are observed. First principles molecular dynamics simulations (FPMD) 
resting on the nuclear velocity perturbation theory (NVPT) perform better in reproducing the relative 
intensities. This is because FPMD calculations include the large ensemble of conformations explored 
at room temperature. This allows including conformers that are neglected by static calculations at 
room temperature, or conformers that do not correspond to a minimum-energy structure.  
Strong hydrogen bond is expected between (S)-1-indanol and the DMSO solvent. This is confirmed by 
both FPMD simulations and static calculations. Indeed, cluster-in-the-bulk calculations taking into 
account the most stable 1:1complexes give satisfactory results. The choice of the geometry of the 
clusters taken as an input of the static calculations is very important and the complexes used here 
result from a full exploration of the potential-energy surface. The sensitivity of the static calculations 
to the input geometries is due to the fact that, for a given conformation of (S)-1-indanol, the shape of 
the VCD spectrum, in particular for modes involving motions localized on OH, is very sensitive to the 
position of DMSO, namely, the directionality of the hydrogen bond. Improvement of the agreement 
between theory and experiment is obtained when IR absorption and VCD spectra are calculated from 
the summed contributions of snapshots taken from a NVT MD trajectory and subsequently optimized 
at the B3LYP/6-31G++(d,p) level. The sampling of the PES is indeed better this way than when taking 
only the most stable forms because higher-energy regions of the potential-energy surface are explored. 
Moreover, the calculations include the effect of all the solvent molecules. IR absorption and VCD 
spectra are also calculated in the frame on NVPT theory from the analysis of shorter NVE trajectories 
that are chosen, among those run, on the basis of a good description of the IR absorption. Both static 
calculations and FPMD simulations show that one DMSO molecule interacts preferentially with the 
solute, which validates the cluster-in-the-bulk approach. Moreover, the most abundant structure found 
in the FPMD trajectories is close to the most stable cluster-in-the-bulk 1:1 complex. VCD is an 
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original way of probing the interaction with the first solvent molecule, which is satisfactorily 
described by a cluster-in-the-bulk approach. On the other hand, FPMD simulations are unrivalled tools 
for describing systems with very anharmonic modes, like the puckering motion of 1-indanol, that 
explore high-energy regions of the potential-energy surface at room temperature. Therefore, it includes 
non-equilibrium structures, for example the intermediate state between two 1:1 solute:solvent 
complexes, a 1:2 structure which is not a local minimum. 
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Table 1 Energetic and structural parameters of the most stable conformers of (S)-1-indanol in CCl4 continuum calculated at the 
B3LYP/6-31G++(d,p) level. The Boltzmann population is given at 300 K. 
 
Geometry  
Gibbs free 
energy 
(kcal/mol) 
Boltzmann 
population 
(%) 
C9C4C3C2  
Angle (°) 
C9C1OH 
Angle (°) 
1eq  0.00 33 16.8 55.1 
1ax 0.30 20 -13.2 43.0 
2ax 0.35 18 -14.7 -52.0 
3eq 0.58 12 16.4 -168.0 
2eq 0.70 10 16.0 -76.0 
3ax 0.94 7 -15.3 -176.5 
 
Table 2 Energetic parameters of the most stable (S)-1-indanol/DMSO 1:1 complexes in DMSO-d6 continuum calculated at the 
B3LYP/6-31G++(d,p) level. The Boltzmann population is given at 300 K. 
 
Geometry 
Gibbs free 
energy 
(kcal/mol) 
Boltzmann 
population 
(%) 
C9C4C3C2  
Angle (°) 
C9C1OH 
Angle (°) 
2eq-a 0.00 40 16.6 -78.5 
3eq 0.10 34 16.8 -163.0 
2eq-b 0.43 20 16.7 -85.2 
1eq 1.12 6 16.6 57.9 
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Scheme 1: Scheme of (S)-1-indanol and atom numbering 
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Figure 1: Most stable structures of (S)-1-indanol in CCl4 continuum calculated at the B3LYP/6-31++g(d,p) level. The relative abundances 
are given in % of the total (S)-1-indanol population. 
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Figure 2: a) Experimental IR absorption spectrum of (S)-1-indanol in CCl4 b) 
Simulated IR absorption spectrum obtained from the weighted IR absorption spectra of the 
most stable (S)-1-indanol structures in a CCl4 continuum, calculated at the B3LYP/6-
31G++(d, p) level c) Simulated IR absorption spectrum obtained from the analysis of a NVE 
ab initio molecular dynamics trajectory in vacuum. The spectrum is convoluted by a Gaussian 
(4 cm-1 FWMH) and shifted down in energy by 25 cm-1. 
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Figure 3: a) Experimental VCD spectrum of (S)-1-indanol in CCl4 b) Simulated VCD 
spectrum obtained from the weighted VCD spectra of the most stable (S)-1-indanol structures 
in a CCl4 continuum, calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G++(d, p) level c) Simulated VCD 
spectrum obtained from the analysis of a NVE ab initio molecular dynamics trajectory in 
vacuum. The spectrum is convoluted by a Gaussian (4 cm-1 FWMH) and shifted down in 
energy by 25 cm-1.  
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Figure 4: a) Experimental IR absorption spectrum of (S)-1-indanol in DMSO. 
Simulated IR absorption spectrum obtained from the weighted IR absorption spectra of the 
most stable b)  (S)-1-indanol conformers in a DMSO continuum c) (S)-1-indanol:DMSOd6 
complexes in a DMSO continuum d) (S)-1-indanol:(DMSOd6)2 complexes in a DMSO 
continuum, calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G++(d, p) level. 
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Figure 5: Most stable structures of the (S)-1-indanol/DMSO complex in DMSO continuum calculated at the B3LYP/6-31++g(d,p) level. 
The The relative abundances are given in % of the total population of the (S)-1-indanol:DMSO complex. 
. 
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Figure 6: a) Experimental VCD spectrum of (S)-1-indanol in DMSO. Simulated VCD 
spectrum obtained from the weighted VCD spectra of the most stable b)  (S)-1-indanol 
conformers in a DMSO continuum c) (S)-1-indanol:DMSO complexes in a DMSO continuum 
d) (S)-1-indanol:(DMSO)2 complexes in a DMSO continuum, calculated at the B3LYP/6-
31G++(d, p) level. 
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Figure 7: a) Experimental VCD spectrum of (S)-1-indanol in DMSO. Simulated VCD 
spectrum obtained from b) the weighted average of the VCD spectra of the most stable (S)-1-
indanol:DMSO complexes in a DMSO continuum calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G++(d, p) 
level c) the average of the VCD spectra of the 124 individual snapshots extracted from the 
NVT MD trajectory and further optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G++(d, p) level (see text) d) 
VCD spectrum simulated from the averaged analyses of two NVE trajectories (see text). 
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Figure 8: Evolution of the (S)-1-indanol geometry during the NVT FPMD simulation. Each time step corresponds to 0.25 ps.
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Figure 9: a) Experimental IR absorption spectrum of (S)-1-indanol in DMSO b) IR 
absorption spectrum simulated from the averaged analyses of two NVE trajectories (see text). 
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Figure 10: Snapshots of the (S)-1-indanol geometry along the MD NVT trajectory in 
DMSO a) a) 5000 fs b) 10393 fs c) 15000 fs 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Evolution of the τ1 and τ2 angles during the NVE trajectories at 18ps (top) 
and 22ps (bottom). The data are binned by 10 and 30° for τ1 and τ2, respectively and divided 
in 10 bins with thermometer false colour range, from deep blue for bin with zero population to 
scarlet for the most populated bin.  
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